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Will-Future: Aussagen

11 What will you have in ten years? Write down 5 sentences.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

22 What will the students have in 10 years?

1. Ben will have a car. 

2. .

3. . 

4. .

5. .

6. . 

Ben Sarah Olivia Daniel Rob Lucy
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Will-Future: Verneinung (1)

11 Fill in will or won’t.

1. We can’t go for a walk tomorrow because it  rain.

2. I  come to your party tomorrow because I’m ill.

3. I’m sure my friends  have a good time.

4. The students  fail this exam because it’s very difficult.

5. I think they  win the match.

6. Probably I  have a fast car in 20 years.

22 Fortune teller

  Daniel wants to know about his life in ten years. Mrs Pink-Punk knows about his future. 

She tells him what he will or won’t do in ten years. Write sentences and use will or won’t.

find a nice job become a millionaire

have a dog have a cat

spend holidays  

in Hollywood live in Hollywood

be married
have a girfriend 

1. Daniel will find a nice job. 

2. He .

3. He .

4. He .
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Will-Future: Verneinung (2)

5. He won’t become a millionaire. 

6. He .

7. He .

8. He .

3 Now you are Mrs Pink-Punk. Tell your friend about her life in ten years.

  Stell dir vor, du bist Mrs Pink-Punk. Erzähle deiner Freundin über ihr Leben in 

zehn Jahren. 

These ideas might help you: 

children •  house •  good friends •  be married •  job •  rich •  nice life •  be happy •  …

In ten years you will …

In ten years you won’t … 
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